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I. Executive Summary

1. Discrimination in law, policies, and practice, in the People’s Republic of China against ethnic minorities in the Xinjiang Uyghur Autonomous Region (XUAR), particularly the ethnic Uyghur population, has worsened since the previous CERD review in 2009. In reaction to the riots in Urumqi in 2009, ethnic clashes in 2015, and sporadic terrorist attacks, the Chinese government has subjected ethnic minorities in Xinjiang to systemic discrimination in many facets of life. The government has implemented militarized security measures, invasive policing, and community surveillance, including through “big data analytics”; forced hundreds of thousands of people into “re-education” camps; and drastically restricted ethnic language, culture, and religion. The Chinese government has implemented strict and stringent monitoring, control, and punishment, indiscriminately targeting ethnic minorities in Xinjiang, all under the pretext of “anti-terror, de-extremism, and counter-separatism” policies.

2. These discriminatory security measures in Xinjiang are dictated from the top: Chinese Communist Party (CCP) General Secretary and the Chinese President Xi Jinping declared in May 2014 that the government would embark on a nationwide counter-terrorism campaign, but largely focused on China’s western regions. Xi Jinping stated that China must “construct walls built with copper and iron, knit nets reaching the heavens and earth” by “strongly boosting police readiness through mass surveillance and mass management” in order to “harshly battle against violent terrorist activities.” Regional stability and State control in Xinjiang is critically important for the success of Xi’s “Belt Road Initiative,” for which the XUAR is the primary land route for trade and investment in Central and South Asia, Europe, and the Middle East. Construction of a pervasive security infrastructure in Xinjiang, which began as early as 2009, has greatly accelerated since 2016, after Xi appointed Chen Quanguo as the new Communist Party Secretary for the region.

II. Recommendations

3. The Chinese government must fully comply with the International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination by taking the following steps:

Legislation

- Substantially revise legislation, including the National Security Law, 9th Amendments to the Criminal Law, Counter-Terrorism Law, and Cyber-Security Law, in order to ensure that ethnic minority rights are protected, in compliance with the Convention;

- Remove any provision in the Counter-Terrorism Law and related laws and regulations adopted by the XUAR government which permit “de-radicalization” “re-education” of ethnic populations in the region, and which have led to the enforced disappearance and arbitrary detention of hundreds of thousands of Uyghurs, Kazaks, and other ethnic minorities without due process;

Surveillance

- Ensure police checkpoints, foot patrols, or other police operations do not discriminatorily target ethnic minorities, and hold legally responsible any public security personnel who discriminates against ethnic minorities in such operations;

- End data collection that invades privacy and has been used to classify or identify citizens based on their ethnic background or religious practice for purposes of surveillance, monitoring, and depriving ethnic minorities of their freedom of movement;
End any government “security” programs that identify citizens based on their ethnic, religious, or political background, including those that offer financial incentives for individuals to provide information on ethnic minorities to authorities;

**Re-education**

- End arbitrary detention of ethnic minorities in “de-radicalization” “re-education” camps and involuntary attendance in “re-education” programs;
- Allow for independent monitors into the XUAR to inspect “re-education” camps, including granting access to current and past detainees;
- Establish an independent mechanism to investigate torture and other forms of ill-treatment in “re-education” camps, including reported deaths in detention, with the aim to hold to account those State agents who are criminally responsible;

**Criminal Prosecution**

- Ensure judicial review and protection of due process rights of defendants prosecuted for “national security,” “terrorism,” or “separatism” crimes, including the right to legal counsel of their choice, timely notification of families according to the law, and fair and public trials by an independent court;
- End the interference of political bodies in the judicial process of criminal cases, particularly by the extrajudicial bodies known as Politics and Law Committees;

**Religious Discrimination**

- Take into account the intersectionality between ethnicity and religion and ensure respect for the right of members of all ethnic groups to freely enjoy freedom of religion, in part by revising the amended Religious Affairs Regulations to remove provisions which allow for State interference in religious groups;
- Lift bans and restrictions on basic forms of Islamic expression and practice in the XUAR, such as measures concerning clothing, religious names, facial hair, and diet, and end disruptions to the Islamic holy month of Ramadan and government control over religious pilgrimages;
- Stop the demolition of mosques in the XUAR, and provide funding to facilitate the rebuilding of religious building destroyed by government authorities or on government orders;

**Education Discrimination**

- Lift restrictions that marginalize the Uyghur language in “bilingual education” in the State educational system, thus helping ensure that Uyghur students can attain and maintain proficiency in their native language;
- Provide protection for all Muslims, particularly Uyghur youth and imams, to obtain religious education as part of their Islamic cultural and ethnic identity, without political interference and State control;

**Employment Discrimination**
Ensure any company or government agency that places discriminatory job advertisements is held legally accountable, including by paying fines, and take other concrete measures to combat prevailing stereotypes concerning all ethnic minorities;

Abolish the household residency system (hukou) and ensure that internal migrants, in particular members of ethnic minorities, are able to enjoy the same work, social security, health and education benefits as long-time urban residents;

End informal security restrictions that restrict ethnic minority residents of the XUAR from migrating to different parts of the region or country, thus ensuring they are able to compete for jobs on an equal status as the Han majority.

III. Thematic Issues & Findings

A. Legislation underpinning discriminatory counter-terrorism policies
   [Articles 2 (c) and 4; List of Themes para. 8]

4. In its State report, the Chinese government cited new legislation as “guarantee[ing] equality for the rights and interests of all ethnic groups.” However, much of the recently introduced security-focused legislation contains broad provisions for widespread, State-sponsored discrimination against ethnic Uyghurs and other Muslim ethnic minorities in Xinjiang, in the name of “counter-terrorism.” The XUAR government has supplemented national laws with discriminatory local regulations that target Muslims.

5. Security in Xinjiang has been high on the State’s agenda since the 2009 Urumqi unrest. Following the change in political leadership in 2012, in order to achieve greater control over ethnic minorities in Xinjiang, the government has introduced new laws and regulations or amended existing ones in the past several years, including:

   • National Security Law (2015) – This law introduced the first mention of “extremism” in a national law in China and created an expansive definition of “endangering national security,” the implementation of which would infringe on the rights to freedom of expression, assembly, and association. The UN High Commissioner has expressed deep concern over the law, calling it vague and overbroad;

   • 9th Amendments to the Criminal Law (2015) – The amendments added six new crimes related to counter-terrorism and counter-extremism, including prohibitions on religious clothing, books, and audio-visual materials that “propagate terrorism,” criminalizing religious expression and practice;

   • Counter-Terrorism Law (2016) – As the first law in China to define terrorism and extremism, it underpins legislative efforts to control ethnic minorities in Xinjiang with overbroad language prohibiting religious clothing and “extreme” or “distorted” teachings. Article 29 of this national law legitimizes the de-radicalization “re-education” camps (see section C);

   • Cyber-Security Law (2017) – This law allows authorities to shut down the Internet in entire areas under the pretext of “protecting national security.” It can be used to restrict open communications and access to information in “restive” locations such as the XUAR;

   • Religious Affairs Regulations (amended 2018) – The regulations expand government and CCP control into all facets of religious life, and criminalizes basic religious practices and rites of Muslims in Xinjiang (see section E)

6. The XUAR government’s implementing measures for the Counter-Terrorism Law, which took effect in 2016, are even broader and include additional explicitly discriminatory provisions. The provisions heavily focused on aspects of Islam, discriminating against Uyghurs and other Muslim minorities. The measures grant authorities vastly expanded police power over
information disseminated over the Internet and prohibit “encouraging minors” from participating in religious activities, supplementing existing bans on behavior and conduct spelled out on an official list of 75 so-called “signs” of extremism.  

7. The XUAR government took a step further in April 2017 in introducing De-Extremism Regulations, the first comprehensive regulations specifically on countering extremism. Under these regulations, possessing certain halal products, having a long beard, wearing a full-face headscarf, selecting “irregular names,” and refusing to watch State television or listen to State radio became grounds for detention in “re-education” camps (see section C). In October 2017, the XUAR government released regional regulations on cyber-security. The regulations included a 14-point list of banned contents from being accessed via the Internet, and again singled out Muslims.  

B. Militarized policing, invasive surveillance, and constant monitoring  
[Articles 3, 4, and 5 (a-b); LOT para. 22]

8. In its State report, the government claimed, “China has been making unremitting efforts together with the international community to achieve ethnic equality and oppose racial segregation, ethnic oppression and discrimination.” In reality, however, China has established a system of militarized policing and surveillance apparatus targeting ethnic minorities in Xinjiang which is invasive, oppressive, and discriminatory, amounting to a system of apartheid.

9. Government authorities have put in place a militarized “vertical public security protection and control system” as part of the radical measures for implementing the national Counter-Terrorism Law. The system has placed all ethnic minority populations in Xinjiang under militarized surveillance, which has had the effect of terrorizing the population, restricting freedom of movement and expression, and encroaching on the rights to privacy of ethnic Uyghurs and other minorities. The militarized security apparatus in Xinjiang comprises densely deployed frontier police outposts, armed security patrols, and police checkpoints. The system is fortified by and deployed in combination with sophisticated security and surveillance measures, including a “grid-style social management system,” and through big data analytics.

Pervasive policing and omnipresent militarization

10. Since 2014, Xinjiang authorities have set up many so-called “convenience for the people police stations” to perform numerous functions, including constant policing and frequent armed patrols in every neighborhood and village in the region. The construction of such outposts in Xinjiang is said to have begun as early as 2012, and they have seemingly reached a level of sophistication and robustness surpassing those installed in other parts of China. Open 24 hours a day and located every 300 to 500 meters, these stations are used for police to conduct “fixed site duties, video surveillance, vehicle patrol, walking patrol, and plain-clothes patrol.” By September 2017, one report had estimated that authorities had already built 323 convenience police stations for every 100,000 residents in Xinjiang. If those totals are correct, there may be over 70,000 such outposts in the region, based on population data from the 2010 census. 

11. Efforts to bolster security forces in Xinjiang—roughly 85,000 new personnel were recruited from mid-2016 to mid-2017—are reportedly connected to deploying security forces to the newly constructed outposts. Prior to 2016, foot patrols were mostly dispatched during sensitive anniversaries or in response to incidents that triggered heightened security alerts. In the past two years, however, such patrols have occurred daily in every location in Xinjiang that is heavily populated by ethnic Uyghurs and other minorities.
12. The police outposts also serve as checkpoints that selectively target ethnic Uyghurs and other minorities. According to our sources, Han Chinese are generally waved by, while police check and search ethnic minorities, especially Uyghurs.24 Police scan their bags, inspect any electronic devices, check ID cards, and record ID information. The checkpoints are further barriers to the movement of ethnic minority residents in Xinjiang, in addition to security guards stationed at entrances to many buildings, including schools, hospitals, banks, shopping malls, and hotels.25

13. Frequent “anti-terror” military exercises and parades conducted in Xinjiang in recent years demonstrate growing militarization and the State’s policy of terrorizing and controlling ethnic minority populations.26 In the first half of 2014 alone, the Chinese military conducted 51 military exercises in Xinjiang with the theme of “anti-terror, guarding against violence, and responding to emergencies.”27 Just weeks before the 19th Communist Party Congress in 2017, large-scale military exercises took place simultaneously in several cities in Xinjiang. More than ten thousand soldiers took part in these drills and used live ammunition.28

Government control through “grid-style social management”

14. In the past few years, the government has developed a “grid-style social management” system in the XUAR, which targets ethnic minority communities for invasive surveillance. The system allows State security forces to closely monitor the population by dividing them into geometric zones for meticulous and “seamless” management and for easy access for political control.29 Its infrastructure comprises an interconnected network of CCTV cameras, mobile Internet technologies, and big data analytics, in addition to policing and checkpoints as well as live-in cadres in local residencies, to monitor all individuals and activities in a village or neighborhood.30 By 2014, the system had been implemented throughout Xinjiang.31

15. A key component of “grid-style social management” system is the mandatory “10-Residence Joint Protection Unit.” Members in every 10 residences (or businesses), bundled into one unit, are required to surveil each other and report on neighbors to authorities, about any politically and socially “disruptive” behavior, such as gathering or expressing “incorrect” thoughts.32 Any behavior that is profiled by the government as “extremist” should be reported,33 including women wearing veils and young men with beards.34 CCP members in each unit promote and implement these functions, taking the lead to handle matters such as security, emergencies, and propaganda priorities.35 In addition, authorities offer Xinjiang residents substantial financial rewards in exchange for information on “two-faced” ethnic Uyghur Party members or officials, those who allegedly hold “extremist views” or are “disloyal” to the CCP.36

16. The system also relies heavily on data collected by surveillance devices, from and about local residents, which authorities use to classify residents as “safe,” “normal,” and “unsafe” in terms of the perceived “security threat” they pose. Every Urumqi resident is required to fill out a form that asks for detailed personal information. Many questions on the form directly pertain to ethnicity, Islamic religious practice (e.g., religious training and frequency and location of prayers), or overseas engagement (e.g., passport possession, foreign contacts, and foreign countries visited).37 Residents in each “10-residency joint protection unit” must conduct trainings and drills with security police to “help prevent potential terrorist attacks,” though local residents in fact view these “anti-terror” exercises as aimed at intimidating them.38

Surveillance through “big data analytics”

17. Ethnic minorities, including Uyghurs, are among those singled out by the government as targets of data collection, analysis, and action through big data analytics. Chinese authorities collect biological and personal information from citizens, and track individuals’ movements, social interactions, social media behavior, and business dealings through numerous channels. While such methods for surveillance have been used in various parts of China since at least
the early 2000s, the programs have an inordinate focus on Xinjiang. With the government’s accelerated pace in using big data in counter-terrorism operations, Uyghurs and other Muslim minorities are discriminatory targets of such methods.

18. One such big data platform is the “Police Cloud” system (a cloud-based data sharing platform used by police that gathers and can analyze over 150 types of data, including video surveillance footage). The Police Cloud system in Xinjiang tracks and predicts the activities of Uyghurs, especially those from Southern Xinjiang, “people of certain ethnicities,” and those with “extreme thoughts.”

19. The “Sharp Eyes” program, in operation since 2016, is akin to the government’s “Skynet” surveillance camera system in Chinese cities, only “Sharp Eyes” extends surveillance to the county, township, and village levels. Chinese media reported that, at the end of 2017, out of 80 pilot “Sharp Eyes” projects installed around the country, Xinjiang had 30, which reportedly involved about 55% of the total investment of 100 million RMB (approx. 15 million USD). The “Sharp Eyes” program gives members of the public direct access to the system to help monitor video information for “suspicious” behavior, with no privacy protections. Over time, authorities could possibly expand the system directly into “smart” household electronic devices, such as televisions and phones, to expand surveillance directly into people’s homes. China’s State media reports that “Sharp Eyes” allows Party officials to have direct access to “every family’s home” in order to promote political education, popularize law and policy, and provide services.

20. Data is collected in Xinjiang with little regard for privacy concerns. Authorities have gathered information without permission, under false pretenses, or as a requirement for receiving government services. Communist Party, police, and government officials in the XUAR have collected digital images, fingerprints, and iris scans from people during home visits or at central collection points, often without the individuals’ permission. They have collected DNA and blood type data under the guise of health care programs, and have required individuals to supply biometric and other data before receiving public services, including enrolling in public schools, or taking care of “residential registration or hukou-related business.” In addition, authorities reportedly required all citizens in Xinjiang to surrender their passports in 2016 and would require people to provide a DNA sample and other private information when they apply for a new passport.

Monitoring by live-in CCP cadres in ethnic minorities households

21. Since 2014, the government has sent Party cadres to rural villages to live with ethnic minority (mostly Uyghur) families, a campaign that has strengthened the CCP’s political control in the region. The majority of the cadres have been placed in Uyghur homes in Southwestern Xinjiang, where 80% of Xinjiang’s Uyghur population resides and where several violent incidents occurred in recent years. The cadres collect information about the families, supposedly finding out their needs and concerns in order to provide “poverty relief.” However, they also present intimate and direct censorship of their religious practices and political opinions. Cadres promote propaganda and try to instill in families “loyalty” to the CCP and the government. Since October 2016, the government has sent over one million cadres to “visit” Uyghur villagers for short periods of time, with the vast majority dispatched since December 2017, indicating an expansion of the operation.

C. Extrajudicial detention, forced disappearances, torture, and other abuses in “Re-education” camps [Article 5 (a)(b)(d); LOT para. 21]

22. In the 2009 COB, the Committee recommended China use administrative detention “restrictively and subject to full judicial control in line with international human rights...
standards, and that these practices are not disproportionately applied to members of ethnic minorities.” Since 2009, however, and particularly since early 2017, the Chinese government has detained a large number of ethnic minorities in Xinjiang in so-called “de-radicalization” “re-education” camps. The State has used detention to execute “patriotic” indoctrination and ideological conversion. The “re-education” campaign has involved the disappearance, extrajudicial detention, and mistreatment of many Uyghur Muslims and other ethnic minorities.

23. Based on interviews and limited data, we estimate that roughly one million members of ethnic Uyghurs have been sent to “re-education” detention camps and roughly two million have been forced to attend “re-education” programs in Xinjiang. The detainees’ due process rights have been violated and they have been held in facilities operated outside of China’s judicial system. Our estimated number of detainees in re-education camps does not take into account the numbers of other ethnic minorities.

24. Though Chinese officials have denied the existence of such camps, State media reported in 2015 that Xinjiang authorities had cited a government target of “re-educating” 30% of Xinjiang’s 11 million Uyghurs.

25. The government’s target for “re-education” are Uyghurs and other ethnic minorities who allegedly harbor “extremist” views, practice Islam, have travelled abroad, have relatives overseas, or for no discernible reason beyond their ethnicity. Male Uyghurs, roughly between the ages of 15 and 45, are the main targeted population for political “re-education.” Through interviews conducted with Uyghurs, we also learned of detainees who had been sent to re-education camps after police at checkpoints found “banned” content on their cell phones. An elderly woman was reportedly sent to a re-education detention camp as a way to pressure her daughter to return from Malaysia.

26. We have identified several types of re-education programs. The detention camps are operated at the county/municipal level of government. Day/evening camps are operated at the township or village levels. Young adult males suspected by authorities as harboring “extremist” views or “disloyalty” to the country are likely to be detained for re-education at extrajudicial facilities at the county level or above. Among these detainees, those found to be “hardcore” “terrorists,” “separatists,” or “religious extremists,” may be transferred to criminal detention or imprisoned. Other Uyghurs, of different ages and gender, and for various reasons (or none stated), have been forced to attend re-education camps during the day or evening at township and village centers, where they are allowed to go home for sleep.

27. In most cases, family members and friends of those who have been taken away to “re-education” detention camps have little information about the length or the location of the detention. Families are not allowed to visit them. In most cases, these detainees in re-education camps have essentially disappeared. Sometimes, families receive notices after the detainees had been transferred to criminal detention centers or sentenced to prison, or, in a few cases, only after a detainee has died in a camp. One media report said the detentions in re-education camps last between three months and two years. A Uyghur man forced to return to his hometown in Southern Xinjiang from Urumqi has remained in a re-education camp since January 2015.

28. There have been several reports of deaths of detainees in the re-education detention facilities. In January 2018, an NGO reported the death of an 82-year-old Uyghur Islamic scholar and religious leader after he had been detained for re-education in Urumqi for about 40 days. In March 2018, a Uyghur youth reportedly died two years after he was taken into a re-education camp, and soon after he had returned from a trip to Turkey. An elderly Uyghur woman reportedly died due to health complications while being detained for re-education in Kazakh
D. Counter-terrorism used to justify arbitrary detention and discriminatory punishment of ethnic minorities [Articles 4 and 5 (a)(b)(d); LOT paras. 6 and 21]

29. The government claimed in its State report that “All ethnic groups in the People’s Republic of China are equal, and all persons are equal before the law” and “Whoever violates Chinese criminal law or commits a criminal offence shall be investigated for criminal responsibility in accordance with the law, regardless of the ethnicity, race or religious belief of the person involved.”62 However, under the pretext of “counter-terrorism,” “anti-separatism,” and “de-extremism” (the “counter-three evils” campaign), the Chinese government has drastically and swiftly increased the numbers of criminal detentions, arrests, and convictions of members of ethnic minorities in Xinjiang since 2009, further eroding any judicial review process and abrogating legal rights.

30. According to Chinese government data, criminal arrests in Xinjiang accounted for 21% of all arrests in China in 2017, though the population in Xinjiang only accounts for approximately 1.5% of China’s total population (according to the 2010 Census).63 The rate of arrests in Xinjiang has increased by 306% in the past five years, and of the total numbers arrested from 2013 to 2017, nearly 70% were arrested in 2017 alone.64 As ethnic minorities account for nearly 60% of the population of Xinjiang, such policies and practices likely overwhelmingly affect ethnic minorities, though the government does not break down the data by ethnicity.65

31. While government authorities had in the past launched several “strike hard” campaigns, which increased criminal prosecutions,66 they have more frequently staged such campaigns since the 2009 unrest, and large-scale arrests and expedited convictions of members of ethnic minority groups have become standard practice since 2014.67 Authorities have operated according to the government-dictated rule of “strict, fast, heavy” punishment against “terrorist” or “separatist” suspects. China’s Ministry of Public Security, Supreme People’s Court, and Supreme People’s Procuratorate issued “Opinions” in September 2014 to instruct “strike hard” campaigns that target “violent terrorists” and “religious extremists.”68 In June 2018, four top government judicial and law enforcement agencies issued another set of Opinions, providing guidance to prosecuting crimes related to terrorism and extremism.69

32. During such campaigns, authorities have deprived detainees of the right to a fair trial, circumvented judicial procedures, shortened the time for investigation and judicial review, and mandated heavier prison sentences for crimes related to terrorism, violence, and separatism. One prominent victim of the sweeping net of “strike hard” operations is the Uyghur scholar Ilham Tohti, who taught economics at the National University of Ethnic Minorities in Beijing. Mr. Tohti is now serving a life sentence after being convicted of “separatism” in 2014. The government punished him for peaceful advocacy for the equal rights of ethnic Uyghurs through an online platform that he had founded.70

33. According to lawyers interviewed for this submission, who have handled criminal cases in Xinjiang, ethnic minority detainees have even less protection of their legal rights than detainees of a Han background. Detainees in the XUAR are not allowed to plead “not guilty” in cases involving “terrorism” charges and are quickly sentenced to prison. Lawyers who protest against violations of their clients’ rights face the risk of being dismissed from the cases. The lawyers believe that many so-called “terrorist” cases in Xinjiang do not go through appropriate court procedures. For example, the verdicts have often been prepared before a trial took place, and the sentences were pre-decided by government or Party officials, not by a judge.
34. Detainees’ family members whom we interviewed raised similar concerns about procedural and legal rights violations. The families indicated that they had not learned of the status of their loved one until after they had been transferred to prison. Even then, many had still not been told the full details on criminal charges or prison sentences. Before such a transfer, the families only knew that the suspect had been sent to a “re-education” camp or been criminally detained; the prosecution and court trials had been executed in secret.

E. Discrimination and restrictions on religious freedom [Article 5 (d); LOT para. 27]

35. Chinese laws and regulations continue to discriminate against Uyghurs and other ethnic minorities who practice Islam. The Counter-Terrorism Law restricts religious expression of ethnic minorities, banning “religious extremism,” as it is a perceived basis for terrorism. Officially, the law is concerned with “distorted religious teachings or other means to incite hatred, or discrimination, or advocate violence.” In reality, however, its principal target is any Islamic teaching or practice, due to the State’s focus on suppressing Muslim minorities, particularly in Xinjiang. The amended “Regulations on Religious Affairs,” which took effect in February 2018, makes even more explicit the government’s aim to criminalize the religious practice of Uyghur Muslims.71

36. Under the XUAR’s Counter-Extremism Regulations (2017), authorities have labeled many basic aspects of Islamic faith as “extremist,” including the wearing of full-face coverings, selecting children’s names with “Islamic connotations,” and educating children at home.72 Xinjiang authorities require that Muslims obtain official permission to practice Islam, including for performing rites of circumcision, traditional marriage ceremonies73 and burials.74 Various government rules have banned other Islamic symbols, including badges, signs, and souvenirs. Noncompliance with these rules is punishable by fines, administrative punishments, or criminal charges.75

37. In recent years, Xinjiang authorities have disrupted observance of Ramadan, heightening security measures and detaining Uyghurs for engaging in fasting or prayers.76 During Ramadan, authorities forbid fasting for Party members, State employees, teachers, and students,77 force restaurants and stores that sell alcohol to remain open,78 and hold events to increase “stability maintenance,” such as mandatory sports activities or patriotic film sessions.79 Local officials assign Party cadres to live in some Muslim residences during the holy month to ensure that families do not pray or fast.80

38. The government continues to tighten controls over mosques, regarding them as incubators for Islamic “extremism” and anti-Chinese sentiment. Authorities ordered thousands of mosques destroyed under a pretext of “mosque rectification” in 2017.81 Mosques are under constant surveillance, and worshippers need permits to worship in them. In some parts of Xinjiang, authorities ban Muslims from praying at home or outside mosques and routinely shut down unauthorized “preaching sites.”82 Authorities in Kashgar Prefecture have ordered mosques to fly the Chinese flag and patriotic banners.83

39. Authorities have also taken control of pilgrimages to Mecca (Hajj), limiting the number of trips, carefully screening and selecting pilgrims, and sending Party officials along to monitor activities.84 According to Uyghurs interviewed for this submission, authorities restrict pilgrims to the elderly. Applicants for Hajj must meet strict “political reliability” measures set by authorities, take “patriotic education” classes, obtain approval from officials, and participate only through government-arranged tours.85 They must undergo political “education” every day during the trip. Authorities have confiscated passports or detained returnees who tried to make the pilgrimage on their own.
40. The government has also restricted Muslims’ religious education. In 2016, the XUAR government adopted the revised “Regulations on the Prevention of Juvenile Delinquency,” which banned parents or guardians from “organizing, luring or forcing minors into attending religious activities,” and warned students “to resist ethnic separatism, extremist ideology and the infiltration of religion on campus.” Police can send minors who exhibit “serious misconduct” to “specialized schools” for “education and treatment” without judicial review. Other legislation implemented in 2016, “Regulations on the Popularization of High School Education in Southern Parts of the Region,” bans any form of religious activity in schools, and stipulates that “no organization or individual” may “coerce, lure, or in the name of religion obstruct or interfere with” the education of students.

41. Authorities have required religious leaders (imams) to fulfill “political reliability” and “patriotic education” requirements. To be officially certified, imams must be educated at State-sanctioned Islamic schools and be approved by authorities. Imams, even after being certified, must continue to attend political training sessions.

F. Discrimination against ethnic minority language and bilingual education [Article 5 (e); LOT para. 17]

42. The government seems to be making efforts in expanding opportunities for ethnic minorities in Xinjiang, particularly Uyghurs, to access primary, secondary, and university education. However, the State school system has drastically marginalized Uyghur language in education. One result of the government’s promotion of its “15-year free public education” is the widening scope in Xinjiang for the education in Mandarin (the language of the Han majority). Authorities have, under the pretext of fostering “ethnic unity,” continued to prioritize Mandarin Chinese language in “bilingual education” and Chinese culture over Uyghur language and culture.

43. The Uyghur language is banned as a language of school instruction in the XUAR. As an example of this prohibition, the Education Bureau in Hotan Prefecture has “resolutely prohibited the use of Uyghur language-only texts, banners, and pictures in the education system.” Instead of allowing the use of Uyghur in classroom instruction, the XUAR authorities have only allowed the study of the Uyghur language as a separate academic subject, according to our research.

44. Mandarin Chinese-centered education can provide better employment opportunities to Uyghurs, particularly outside of Xinjiang. However, the lure of more lucrative work also accelerates the exodus of educated youth from Xinjiang, which in turn leads to a decline in the preservation of Uyghur language and culture. University administrators and teachers have pressured Uyghur students to report on their families’ religious views and practices. Teachers have conducted surveys about these activities and passed them to public security authorities in the name of trying to stop religious ideology from entering schools.

45. Junior and high schools in Xinjiang have adopted a semi-militarized management style, and students are required to receive “patriotic education” and “unity education.” A key purpose of this is to strengthen the “ideological guidance” for Uyghur students. Interviewees have told us that such school management weakens the ethnic and cultural identity of Uyghur youth.

G. Employment discrimination [Article 5 (e); LOT para. 18]

46. The Committee raised its concern in 2009 regarding the high rate of unemployment of ethnic minorities in China, and called on the government to increase job training, effectively implement the Employee Protection Law, and combat negative stereotypes about ethnic minorities. In its State report, the government claimed that it has taken numerous proactive measures to promote employment, but it did not provide any specific details about the
beneficial results of such measures for ethnic minorities. China has failed to adequately protect ethnic Uyghurs’ economic and social rights as guaranteed under Article 5(e)(i) of the Convention on the right to work, especially for Uyghur youth (ages 15 to 24).

47. Many youths in the XUAR, especially in rural areas, are unemployed. Many of them have been either sent to detention centers or re-education camps or forced to return to their home villages from cities where they found work, and are prevented from travelling, and are thus unable to work in the cities. One major cause of youth unemployment is that Xinjiang’s economic development lags behind most other parts of China. Uyghur university graduates continue to struggle in finding jobs in Han urban areas. Many Uyghurs whom we interviewed highlighted discrimination against their ethnicity.

48. Discriminatory requirements in job ads for civil service positions remain common in the XUAR and in the rest of China. For jobs in the government and in State-owned industries, applicants are screened for political loyalties, a requirement that disproportionately targets Uyghurs. An analysis of a sample of 30 job ads in Xinjiang and Tibet found clear evidence of discrimination in the hiring process. In one example, according to criteria for positions in the police force in the XUAR posted in 2017, candidates are excluded if any of their family members or close relatives “within three generations” is “involved” or “suspected” of being involved in “illegal religious activities,” or is currently serving prison time. This “three generation” exclusion rule was also stated in ads for an education bureau job in Yili Kazakh Autonomous Prefecture. For another position, in Qapqal Xibe Autonomous County in Ili Kazakh Autonomous Prefecture, the job ad stated that applicants would be excluded if they have “separatist ideas and actions,” have relatives or themselves have been outside of the country or have gone abroad for activities that endanger national security.

49. Several Uyghur youths interviewed for this report said that, in their own experiences, companies favor employing Han Chinese over ethnic minorities. Some jobs require that applicants must have a certain level of Mandarin proficiency, a criterion that gives Han Chinese advantages over ethnic minorities. According to interviewees, even Uyghur applicants highly proficient in Mandarin Chinese and with good professional skills face stigma due to stereotypes of Uyghurs as generally sympathetic to or affiliated with violent terrorists or religious extremists.

50. An analysis of job ads posted in 2016 found that some companies explicitly stated they would not hire ethnic Tibetans, Uyghurs, and Yi minorities. Some positions related to security services also explicitly stated that only Han people can apply. However, the government did not file a single case against such companies or agencies. Many ethnic minority interviewees said they were not able to bring lawsuits against these companies since they do not have sufficient knowledge about the law and do not know how to obtain legal aid.

H. Discrimination against ethnic minority migrant workers [Articles 2 and 5 (a); LOT para. 15]

51. In its 2009 COB, CERD called on the government to reform the hukou system, China’s household registration system that links social benefits and services to residency. While the Chinese government stated it is working to reform the system by 2020, it has failed to take meaningful action so far. The hukou system continues to contribute to the persistent discrimination against rural and migrant populations. Uyghur migrant workers describe finding it even more challenging because there is little to no information in their language on how they can access social services.

52. In addition to discrimination in access to housing, medical care, education and other services available to urban residents, migrant workers from ethnic minorities, including Uyghur, Tibetan, and Yi, finding work in urban centers in other parts of the country, also face other
challenges, including a lack of Mandarin Chinese proficiency, adequate professional skills, and training in modern technology.

53. In interviews, some Uyghur migrants said the lack of halal food in schools and classes only being taught in Mandarin, and no ethnic minority language classes available, means many parents are forced to send their children back to the countryside while they work in cities.

54. Urban Chinese residents have often refused to rent to Uyghurs because of their ethnicity, forcing many minorities to rent housing in unsafe buildings with fire risks and unsanitary conditions, according to our interviews. Many Uyghurs said they often had difficulties in staying in guesthouses and hotels, where they were either forced to undergo ID checks or refused service altogether. A hotel in Guangdong Province received a fine for breaking a ban on allowing Uyghur guests in 2017.101 Taxi drivers in Han-majority cities often refuse to pick up passengers with Uyghur faces or Tibetan clothing.

55. Many ethnic Uyghur migrants work in low-skilled jobs as a result of these above issues. In their migrant destinations, urban-management officers and local government authorities frequently drive out the Uyghurs or harass them. Since 2017, Xinjiang authorities are forcing Uyghur migrant workers and students in other parts of the country to return home for political indoctrination. Interviewees also spoke of an unwritten policy that gave police the power to simply expel migrant Uyghurs after the 2009 unrest. A strict internal migration policy has been implemented across Southern Xinjiang, preventing residents from moving to different areas in the region.
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